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Agenda

Welcome, Notewell, Agenda bash Chairs 5 mins
draft-hfa-bier-pim-tunneling Bidgoli 10 mins
draft-zhang-bier-babel-extensions-01 SZhang 5 mins
draft-zhangwu-bier-nvo3-analysis-00 SZhang 10 mins
BIER-TE/BIER-TE-FRR Eckert 10 mins
draft-zzhang-bier-evpn-00 JZhang 10 mins
Document/WG Status Chairs 10 mins
Document Status

Editor’s Queue
draft-ietf-bier-architecture

EoWGLC
draft-ietf-bier-mvpn
draft-ietf-bier-ospf-bier-extensions
draft-ietf-bier-mpls-encapsulation
draft-ietf-bier-isis-extensions
  no response on list
draft-ietf-bier-idr-extensions
  no response on list
IEEE Ethertype for BIER status

Alia?
Justification Draft

From Charter:
• Problems with IPMcast
• Benefits of BIER
• Tradeoffs
• Impact on Forwarding Plane

All the above have been discussed at length in the WG